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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient algorithm that max-
imizes performance under power constraints and is applicable
in the general context of traditional dynamic voltage/frequency
scaling, or core heterogeneity and emerging dynamic microarchi-
tectural adaptation. Performance maximization in these scenarios
can be essentially viewed as mapping application threads to
appropriate core states that have various power/performance
characteristics. Such problems are formulated as a generic 0-
1 integer linear program (ILP). The proposed algorithm is an
iterative heuristic-based solution. Compared with an optimal
solution generated by commercial ILP solver, the proposed
algorithm produces results less than 1% away from optimum on
average, with more than two orders of magnitude improvement
in runtime. The algorithm can be brought online for hundred-
core heterogeneous systems as it scales to systems comprised of
256 cores with less than one millisecond in overhead in worst
cases. The intrinsic history awareness also provides flexibility to
control cost induced by switching voltage/frequency pairs, mi-
grating threads across cores or tuning on/off micro-architectural
resources.

Index Terms—Maximize-then-swap, heterogeneous many-core,
DVFS, dynamic adaptation, performance maximization

I. INTRODUCTION

Technology scaling continues to allow more transistors to

be integrated onto a single processor while power dissipation

increasingly constrains the design of many-core processors.

Under such a scenario, people propose different architec-

tural designs and power management policies to deliver as

much performance under power or thermal constraints. The

approaches can be essentially classified into three categories,

namely dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS), inter-core

heterogeneity and dynamic micro-architectural adaptation.

DVFS is a traditional approach that scales operating voltage

and frequency of cores based on utilization of applications. If

those resources are under-utilized, cores can be slowed down

1A villainous son of Poseidon in Greek mythology who forces travelers to
fit into his bed by stretching their bodies or cutting off their legs. (adapted
from Merriam-Webster)

at a lower frequency and voltage so that power consumption

can be reduced super-linearly with respect to frequency. On

the other hand, when applications are extremely computation

demanding, voltage and frequency can be temporarily scaled

up above nominal values to deliver more performance. Power

management for multi-core DVFS essentially maps applica-

tions to most appropriate V/F pairs.

Heterogeneous iso-ISA multi-core systems use to their

advantage of application variability. They are composed of

multiple core types with different power-performance charac-

teristics. ARM’s big.LITTLE [1] and Nvidia’s Tegra [2] are

well known industrial products of multi-core heterogeneous

computing platforms. Exploiting inter-core heterogeneity es-

sentially boils down to mapping applications to most appro-

priate core types.

Dynamic micro-architectural adaption is an emerging tech-

nique which enables cores to dynamically change micro-

architectural configurations during runtime by turning off

resources that are not effectively utilized. Although we are

not aware of any products on the market falling in this

category, there are a number of research proposals targeting

this direction [3] [4]. Because of the adaptive nature, we refer

to such designs as “morphable cores” in the rest of the paper.

Various approaches for energy-aware architectures pose

challenges on how to make hardware design choices and how

to select corresponding performance maximization policies.

The problem is also challenging from the perspectives that (1)

the total number of cores can be large and (2) the policy should

be aware of runtime application variability, such as program

phrase changes, so that it needs to be efficient enough to be

brought online.

This paper addresses these challenges and proposes a

generic approach unifying DVFS, heterogeneous cores and

morphable cores. It defines the power constrained performance

maximization as a problem of mapping application threads to

core states and formulating the mapping problem as a 0-1

integer linear program (ILP), given any numbers of threads
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Fig. 1: Maximize-then-Swap heuristic for a heterogeneous multi-core system

and cores. Furthermore, an efficient heuristic-based algorithms

are proposed and validated. The unified algorithm is able to

produce mappings less than 1% away from optimum in term

of total throughput given power constraints. The computation

time fits within milliseconds for hundreds of cores. The unified

algorithm is named Maximize-then-Swap (MTS). As the name

implies, it is comprised of two phases, maximization and

swapping. As illustrated in Figure 1, the proposed algorithm is

based on the idea of first attempting to achieve highest possible

throughput regardless of power constraints, and afterward

performing virtual swapping of threads between adjacent core

states to fit below power budgets. Effective metrics to quantify

the suitability of a thread to a core state and the priority of

swapping threads are also proposed in the implementation of

the algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

summarizes prior work. Section III describes the notations and

assumptions. Section IV provides the mathematical formula-

tion of the problem and describes in details on the algorithm

with illustrative examples. Section V describes the simula-

tion infrastructure along with system configurations. Section

VI demonstrates experimental results in terms of optimality,

scalability, runtime overhead and error tolerance for four use

cases, namely DVFS, heterogeneous cores, morphable cores

and heterogeneous cores with DVFS. Section VII concludes

the paper.

II. RELATED WORK AND PAPER CONTRIBUTIONS

This paper provides a unified formulation and solution

to different system designs, including DVFS, heterogeneous

cores and morphable cores. The related works in these areas

are covered as follows.

Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling. Teodorescu and Tor-

rellas [5] proposed a linear program approach named LinOpt

for DVFS in the context of process variation. Their methods

solved application to cores scheduling base on IPC. For V/F

assignment, they considered a linear approximation of power

dependence on voltage and formulate the problem as a linear

optimization program to solve online. Our proposal aim to

solve more general cases to optimum and we incorporate

scheduling and V/F assignment together in one formulation

instead of solving them separately.

There are also other DVFS policies proposed with various

performance and power models. Li and Martinez [6] employed

a heuristic scheme to determine the number of cores to activate

and what operation points to assign for the active cores.

Herbert and Marculescu used threshold and greedy policies for

variation-aware fine-grained DVFS [7]. Juan et al. [8] proposed

a generic model that covers near-threshold, nominal and turbo-

mode conditions. Power-constrained throughput maximization

is formulated and solved based on the model. We believe all

of them can be cast as a proper subset of to our generic

formulation.

Heterogeneous Multi-core Systems. Kumar et al. [9] were

first to demonstrate the potential of improving energy effi-

ciency with minor performance loss via dynamic workload

mapping for heterogeneous multicore systems. Their follow-

up work and the IPC-based scheduling proposed by Becchi

and Crowley [10] enforce periodic sampling workloads on

all core types to gather performance/power readings in order

to perform workload migrations that save power consumption

without losing much performance. Koufaty [11] et al. propose

bias scheduling that inspects program cycle-per-instruction

(CPI) stack and determines a workload to be either little-core

biased or big-core biased based on the ratio of cycles spent

on execution and stalls. As a limitation, the above-mentioned

scheduling schemes can be only applied to two core types.

Frequent forced migrations in the sampling approaches are not

affordable for more core types and the number of core types

supported by bias scheduling is inherently limited. In contrast,

the proposed heuristic by this paper theoretically scales to

an arbitrary number for core types and performance/power

metrics of threads on other core types are efficiently predicted

instead of being sampled.

Prior research also focuses on metrics to effectively quan-

tify the suitability of program-core mapping. Chen and John

[12] utilize weighted Euclidean distance between program’s

resource demand and core configuration. HASS [13] proposed

by Shelepov et al. employs program signatures, which indicate

the distance between consecutive accesses to the same memory

location, generated by offline profiling and embedded in

the program binaries. Although these methods are scalable,

they require workloads to be profiled beforehand and need

customized support from compilers, which can be impractical.

They are also limited to static scheduling and do not exploit

the runtime behavior of mapped workloads.

PIE [14] is a recently proposed scheduling framework to

predict workload-core mappings that improve performance. It

incorporates hardware parameters and CPI stack to predict the

ratio of memory level parallelism and the ratio of instruction

level parallelism between the currently running core and an-

other core. It scales to more than two types of cores. However,

the framework does not explicitly model power consumption

and thereby is not fully power-aware. It does not provide

an efficient solution for obtaining optimal mapping for large-

scale heterogeneous systems either. Our approach can be built

on top of that or any sort of prediction model to produce a

fully power-aware high-performance dynamic thread mapping

framework.

Muthukaruppan et. al. [15] proposed a power management
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policy for heterogeneous multi-cores based on price theory. In

contrast to our work on power constrained performance max-

imization, their objective is performance constrained power

minimization so that no direct comparison between the two can

be made. Both perspectives are of importance and depending

on the system requirements, one or the other can be preferred.

Morphable Cores. Flicker [4], proposed by Petrica et

al., shows that dynamically scaling core resources to create

adaptive and configurable heterogeneity in hardware can out-

perform fine-grained power gating. MorphCore [3] and Core-

Fusion [16] provide two detailed micro-architectural solutions

for constructing such cores. Our proposal can be applied

to a many-core system built using these cores to do power

constrained performance maximization.

Winter et al. [17] evaluate the effectiveness and runtime

complexity of different power management algorithms. These

approaches treat workload scheduling and power management

as independent problems, where to a certain extent the opti-

mality of the solution might be lost. Also, the Steepest Drop

approach proposed by them is only applicable for DVFS,

which we show that is only a special case. Our approach

applies to general cases, including heterogeneous multi-core

architectures and morphable cores. It integrates both thread

mapping for high performance and low power consumption

into a single constrained 0-1 assignment problem and provides

an efficient close-to-optimum heuristic to guarantee it scales

to hundred of cores with affordable runtime overhead.

Compared to prior art, this work makes the following

contributions:

• We cast the power-constrained performance optimiza-

tion problem as mapping application thread to the most

appropriate core state. We formulate the mapping prob-

lem as a constrained 0-1 integer linear program (ILP),

which can be applied as a generic model in contexts of

DVFS, heterogeneous cores and morphable cores.

• We propose Maximize-then-Swap, an iterative heuristic-

based algorithm for solving the 0-1 ILP thread mapping,

thereby providing, to the best of our knowledge, a novel

scalable approach for effective power management in a

unified fashion for the three different design approaches.

• The algorithm is validated using Sniper [18] multi-

core simulator and multi-threaded workloads. The pro-

posed algorithm produces mappings less than 1% away

from optimum on average and fits in milliseconds-

long control epochs for hundred-core systems, beating

the state-of-the-art ILP solver by orders of magnitude

improvement in runtime.

• The history-awareness of MTS algorithm captures well

the overhead incurred by changing the mapping of

threads to core states.

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND MODELS

Regardless of the means for achieving it - be it volt-

age/frequency scaling, heterogeneous core switching, or

micro-architectural adaptation - dynamic power management

for many core systems, boils down to the policies of map-

ping workloads to different core states to optimize a certain

(a) DVFS: cores are the same by design but each core can operate at
different states defined by voltage/frequency pairs. Changes in thread-
to-state mapping are achieved by scaling V/F pairs.

(b) Heterogeneous cores: cores are different in states, defined by micro-
architectural parameters. Each core can only operate at one state.
Changes in thread-to-state mapping are achieved by change thread-to-
core mapping.

(c) Morphable cores: cores are identical by design but each core can
change micro-architectural configuration independently and dynami-
cally. Thread-to-state mapping is determined by the configuration of
each core.

(d) Hybrid: cores can be heterogeneous while they can support DVFS
and/or dynamic adaptation too.

Fig. 2: Different architectural designs from a mapping perspective
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objective under design constraints. For DVFS, a core state is

represented as a V/F pair. For heterogeneous and morphable

designs, a core state is a set of micro-architectural parameters.

We begin with the definition of a core state and basic

assumptions. As previously mentioned, a core state can be

specified differently as either V/F pairs or micro-architectural

parameters in different contexts. A general definition en-

capsulates both. Thus, a core state in this paper is defined

as a tuple of micro-architecture parameters and associated

voltage/frequency. For example, cores that differ in architec-

tural parameters, such as issue width, cache size, number of

function units, etc., are considered as different core states.

Moreover, even if two cores are designed identically in micro-

architecture but associated with different operating frequencies

or voltages, they are considered as distinct core states.

For a system comprised n total number of cores that can be

configured into m total possible states, the number of cores

that can be potentially assigned as core state j is denoted as

nj . nj is determined by design and varying under different

design choices. For heterogeneous cores without DVFS, each

core is associated with a single core state at the design time, so

that
∑m

j=1
nj = n. An example for four cores in three types

is shown as Figure 2b. In the context of homogeneous DVFS

or morphable cores, each core can be configured as all the m
states, which results in nj = n and

∑m

j=1
nj = nm. Figure

2a and 2c illustrate two examples for DVFS and morphable

cores, respectively. In a general case of heterogeneous core

with DVFS or morphability, a core can be configured in any of

subset of m states, and therefore n <
∑m

j=1
nj < nm. As an

example, in Figure 2d, four cores are of three types but since

the big core can be configured at two V/F operating levels,

we have a total of four core states and in this case, n1 = 2,

n2 = n3 = n4 = 1 and n = 4 <
∑

4

j=1
nj = 5 < nm = 16.

The core states are assumed to follow a total ordering in

nominal power consumption. A core state is “more aggressive”

than another one if its nominal power consumption is higher

under identical workloads. The overall performance of a more

aggressive core state is also expected to be higher than that

of a less aggressive one. This is also equivalent to stating

that all the core states are Pareto-optimal on the perfor-

mance/power curve and the total ordering follows a decreasing

order in either nominal power or peak performance. Although

power/performance values are application dependent for each

core state, we assume the power/performance curve for each

application never cross each other. Extensive simulation of

PARSEC [19] benchmarks confirmed our assumption.

We consider multi-threaded workloads and assume that each

core runs at most one thread at a time - in other words, we

assume support for single threaded execution, without simul-

taneous multi-threading (SMT). Without loss of generality, the

total number of threads is assumed to be n, identical to the

total number of cores. If there are fewer threads than cores,

we map dummy threads with zero throughput and power to

idle cores. If there are more software threads than cores,

some threads will time-share cores and there are still up to

n hardware thread contexts, thereby making the framework

applicable in this case as well.

We assume the threads are spawned in the beginning of the

execution and that mapping decisions are taken at certain time

intervals or control epochs. We also assume that the number

of threads is fixed throughout the duration of a control epoch.

This is a reasonable assumption since the granularity of control

epochs can be adapted to the granularity of thread spawning

and joining. Throughout the paper we will use the following

notation to denote the throughput, power consumption, and the

assignment of threads to core states:

• The throughput matrix is denoted by T ∈ R
n×m, in

which each element Tik represents the throughput of

thread i running on a core in state k. Throughput is

defined as the total number of instructions committed per

unit of time.

• The power matrix is denoted by P ∈ R
n×m, in which

each element Pik represents the total power consumption

of thread i running on a core in state k.

• The assignment matrix X ∈ {0, 1}
n×n×m

represents the

assignment of threads to each core and each core state.

Thread i is mapped to core j at state k if and only if

Xijk = 1.

• The hardware specification on what core states are as-

sociated with each core is denoted by c ∈ {0, 1}
n×m

.

cjk = 1 indicates state k is a possible one for core j
while cjk = 0 means core j cannot operate at state k by

design.

Power and throughput matrices need to be predicted at run-

time dynamically. At a particular time stamp, each application

will only have one power/throughput pair and it can change

from time to time. There are existing prediction models,

such as PIE [14]. The models cannot be 100% accurate

and determining which one to use or a better prediction

model is outside the scope of this paper which addresses

an optimization problem. However, section VI-D discusses in

detail the error tolerance of our framework to the accuracy of

the prediction model.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRACTICAL SOLUTION

A. Generic Problem Formulation

The goal of the proposal is to maximize throughput while

keeping total power under a given budget. Typically, mapping

is done so as to maintain total power consumption under the

thermal design power (TDP) constraints which guarantees re-

liable operation given thermal characteristics. Mathematically,

the problem can be formulated as a 0-1 integer linear program.

Objective function: Maximize performance defined by the

total throughput,

maximize
∑

i,j,k

TikXijk (1)

Constraints: The following constraints apply to the problem.

First, the power budget needs to be satisfied,

∑

i,j,k

PikXijk ≤ total TDP of the system. (2)
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Second, a thread can be only mapped to a single core at a

single state,

∀i :
∑

j,k

Xijk ≤ 1. (3)

Also, a core can only have up to one active state with a thread

mapped,

∀j :
∑

i,k

Xijk ≤ 1. (4)

The possible core states associated with a core are fixed by

hardware design so that a thread can only be mapped on core

j in state k if cjk = 1

∀i, j, k : Xijk ≤ cjk. (5)

Finally, the mapping is a 0-1 assignment problem, and there-

fore

∀i, j, k : Xijk ∈ {0, 1}. (6)

B. An Efficient Algorithm

An ILP formulation is usually classified as an NP-hard

problem in its most general form [20]. Although there exist

efficient ILP solvers, as the problem size increases, the runtime

complexity might increase exponentially and can easily exceed

the duration of a control epoch, which is typically in the

range of milliseconds. In addition, as the power constraint

becomes tighter, the computation can take orders of magnitude

times longer than a relatively unconstrained problem of the

same size. The reason behind this inefficiency is that typical

ILP algorithms are essentially based on branch-and-bound

approaches [21] that may iteratively search for the global opti-

mum which may result in exceedingly high time complexities.

Therefore, using ILP solvers is impractical for online dynamic

mapping for heterogeneous many-core systems.

Instead of relaxing the optimization problem and perform-

ing branch-and-bound searching, we directly manipulate the

assignment matrix without violating Equation 3, 4, 5, 6. The

proposed heuristic contains two phases, namely: maximization

and swapping. The basic idea is to first aggressively assign

threads such that highest possible throughput is achieved.

Then, we swap threads to reduce the total power so it fits

within the overall power budget. Note that the ordering here

refers to the total ordering of core states in nominal power

consumption. It does not have any relation to the topological

placement of cores. Finally, if there is no possible swap, we

consider the problem to be infeasible. It indicates the power

budget is too constrained to fit all the tasks using the heuristic.

Figure 3 illustrates how the heuristic works. In this demon-

strative example, there are four cores and four threads, namely

A, B, C and D. In the maximization phase, threads are

assign to the most aggressive states. A thread with higher

throughput has higher priority to be maximized than a thread

with lower throughput. Then, since the power budget is not

met, the algorithm enters swapping phase. In the first step,

swapping thread D and thread B has the highest priority

among all the legal swaps, so they are swapped and the action

involves a thread migration. In the following steps, thread A is

swapped with a bubble, which corresponding to a downgrade

Fig. 3: Pictorial illustration of MTS heuristic

without thread migration and then thread D and C are also

downgraded to reduce the total power. Swapping is ended after

the total power stays under the budget and the final mapping

is committed.

Essentially, the heuristic first maximizes throughput and

then swaps threads to reduce power. Figure 4 shows the

pseudo-code of MTS algorithm. The goal of the first phase

of maximization (line 5 - 16) is to achieve a high-throughput

mapping. We basically start from an aggressive core state,

assign threads that produce highest throughput at that state

and then iterate on the next less aggressive core state until

we assign nmaximize threads in this manner. For the re-

maining threads, their original core states from the previous

control epoch will be kept unchanged if possible. Note that

0 ≤ nmaximize ≤ n and can be tuned by a parameter called

history ratio ∈ (0, 1). The point of this tuning parameter

is to make the procedure history-aware. History is defined

as the mapping from previous control epoch. Intuitively, a

higher history ratio results in a smaller nmaximize, so that

we expect less threads that can be mapped in a high-throughput

fashion. On the other hand, it resembles more the previous

mapping so that the cost to change the mapping from previous

mapping will be smaller. More details of history awareness are

discussed in section IV-C.
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1: core states are ordered in decreasing aggressiveness

2: ∀i, j, k : Xijk ← 0
3: nmaximize ← n× (1− history ratio) (section IV-C)

4: maximized← {}
5: for k ← 1 to m do

6: for j ← 1 to n do

7: if cjk = 1 and core j is mapped with no thread

then

8: i← index of the thread with largest throughput

at state k among all unmapped threads

9: Xi,j,k ← 1
10: maximized = maximized ∪ i
11: if |maximized| ≥ nmaximized then

12: break the double loop

13: end if

14: end if

15: end for

16: end for

17: for i ∈ ({1, ..., n} \maximized) do

18: keep the original core state of thread i if possible

19: end for

20: arbitrarily assign the left threads to available cores and

states

21:

22: swaps := set of downward swaps

23: swaps← {}
24: for each thread t1 assigned to core state j do

25: for each thread t2 that can be swapped with t1 do

26: if ∆power < 0 then

27: priority = ∆power/∆throughput
28: swaps← swaps ∪ {(priority, t1, t2)}
29: end if

30: end for

31: end for

32: prune off impossible elements in swaps (section IV-E)

33: build swaps into a max-heap on priority
34:

35: while swaps is not empty do

36: (tdown, tup) = pop heap(swapsj)
37: swap tdown and tup in X
38: update swaps
39: if budget is met then

40: return X
41: end if

42: end while

43:

44: return CASE INFEASIBLE

Fig. 4: Pseudo-code of history-aware MTS heuristic algorithm

The second phase (line 23 - 42) attempts to swap threads to

reduce the total power. We define a downward swap as a swap

of threads between one core state and the next less aggressive

core state. We also define a swap to be legal only if it results

in saving power. For each core state, all the downward swaps

are examined for legality. A legal swap is associated with a

priority of ∆power/∆throughput (that is, determined by the

maximum power savings with minimum performance loss) and

a thread pair (t1, t2) involved in the swap. Note that the swap

can involve bubbles, which are dummy threads that have zero

throughput and power. The iterations are executed until there

is no legal downward swap or the power constraint is met. If

the power constraint is satisfied, the assignment, which is a

feasible solution close to the optimum, is returned. Note that,

during this phase, all the swaps are steps in the algorithm,

not physical thread migrations. Only the final mapping is

committed when the algorithm terminates.

Finally, if the above process is still not able to produce a

feasible solution, it is very likely that the budget is so tight

that the problem is infeasible to solve.

C. History Awareness

For fine-grained control epochs, the cost of changing map-

ping can be significant. The cost can come from switching V/F

pairs, migrating threads across cores or turning on/off micro-

architectural resources, depending on hardware designs. We

quantify dynamic mapping cost as the total number of core

state changes for all the threads. To minimize mapping cost,

we enable MTS heuristic to take the original mapping (history)

into account. Basically, in the maximization phase (Line 5

- 16 in Figure 4), history-based MTS performs a partial,

instead of a complete highest-throughput mapping. A new

metric history ratio is introduced, which ranges from 0 to 1.

In this case, the number of threads that are considered in the

maximization phase is limited to n×(1−history ratio). With

a high history ratio, the mapping used at line 23 in Figure 4

is more biased towards the original mapping, thereby in effect

executing fewer core state changes, while as history ratio
approaches to 0, history-based MTS behaves to determine the

best-effort mapping for throughput.

There is a clear trade-off between the resulting throughput

and the cost of mapping changes. Such a phenomenon is

expected since using an initial mapping that is closer to the his-

torical behavior has a negative effect on achieving the objective

in Equation 1. Indeed, as history ratio increases, the cost can

be reduced since fewer threads will need to change associated

core states between the previous mapping and the new one.

Depending on the user-specific scenarios, one can select the

most appropriate history ratio. For example, if the program

phase doesn’t change often, it is more preferable to select

a low history ratio to directly move to a high-throughput

mapping. In such cases, the relatively high migration cost is

likely to be compensated in follow-up stable control epochs.

On the other hand, when program phases switch frequently,

one can set a high history ratio to incrementally update the

mapping without taking too much risk on making short-lasting

changes. Note that this adaptability to program behavior is
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not available to the ILP solver as it always strives to solve

the mapping problem optimally, without trading off migration

cost and distance from optimal throughput.

D. Complexity Analysis - DVFS / Morphable Cores

The complexity of the algorithm depends the size of set

specifying candidate threads that can be swapped for a given

thread (Line 25 in Figure 4). The candidate set varies in

different designs. In this and the following sections, we

analyze the complexity for two cases, with and without inter-

core thread migration.

DVFS and morphable cores fit into the category of no inter-

core thread migration. Mapping threads to different core states

are obtained by changing core operating configurations. As a

result, candidate swap set for a specific thread is simply one

bubble that sits at the next less aggressive core state below the

current core state.

Therefore, the set of all downward swaps has a maximum

cardinality of n. Pop and update swaps take O(log n) and there

are at most O(mn) swaps in swapping phase. Therefore, the

complexity of MTS for DVFS or morphable cores designs is

bounded by O(mn log n).

E. Complexity Analysis - Heterogeneous Cores

Heterogeneous cores rely on inter-core thread migrations to

associate appropriate core states to threads. In our problem

formulation, the core count in each state can be different,

but the worst case is the one in which cores are evenly

distributed into each state. The reason behind this is that most

computation is spent on comparing priority of swaps. For two

adjacent core states, if the total number of cores is fixed, the

worst case for the number of swaps is the one in which the

two states contain the same core count. In other words, for m
core states and n total cores, the most computation intensive

case is the one in which each state comprises of n/m cores.

To ensure implementation efficiency, candidate swaps are

maintained in a max heap for each core type. For two adjunct

core states, all of the thread combinations are inspected and

legal swaps are stored. Note that number of legal swaps can

be up to n2/m2 for each core type, but not all of them have

the chance to be performed. For example, if the swap between

thread 1 and thread 3 has the highest priority, even if thread

2 and thread 3 yield the second highest priority, the swap is

not possible since after thread 1 and thread 3 swap with each

other, the priority of the thread 2-thread 3 swap is obsolete

and the heap needs to be updated. Therefore, after all the

legal swaps are recorded, we prune off those impossible swaps

from the heap (line 32). The advantage of the pruning is to

shrink the priority queue to be less than n in size, instead of

n2/m2×m = n2/m. A small heap makes the update relatively

inexpensive.

Initializing downward swap for a state is O(n2) since all

pairwise combinations of threads are examined. Thus, the en-

tire initialization is done in O(n2)×m = O(mn2). Executing

a swap followed by updating the heap takes O(n) time since

we need to examine the legality and possibility of all n new

downward swaps caused by switching t1 and t2. Considering

TABLE I: Core states for DVFS

Frequency Voltage

High 3.5GHz 1.00 V
3.0GHz 0.86 V
2.5GHz 0.71 V

Low 2.0GHz 0.56 V

L1-I cache: 32 KB / L1-D cache: 32 KB / L2 cache: 256 KB
Issue width: 2 / Integer ALUs: 3 / ROB size: 32
Floating point units: 2 / Complex ALUs: 1
Technology node: 22nm

TABLE II: Core states for heterogeneous and morphable cores

Frequency Voltage Issue
width

ROB
size

Integer
ALUs

L2
cache

Big 3.5GHz 1.00 V 8 128 12 512 KB
Mid1 3.0GHz 0.86 V 4 64 6 256 KB
Mid2 2.5GHz 0.71 V 2 32 3 256 KB
Little 2.0GHz 0.56 V 1 16 1 128 KB

L1-I cache: 32 KB / L1-D cache: 32 KB
Floating point units: 2 / Complex ALUs: 1
Technology node: 22nm

TABLE III: Workload characteristics

Benchmark name Working set

blackscholes small
swaptions medium
ferret unbounded
fluidanimate large
raytrace unbounded
streamcluster medium
bodytrack medium
dedup unbounded

that there are m core states, the total runtime of executing

swaps is O(n) × n × m = O(mn2). Therefore, the swap

phase, which determines the algorithm runtime complexity, is

bounded by O(mn2).

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We use Sniper [18] multi-core simulator to conduct the

simulations. Sniper provides support of DVFS, heterogeneous

configurations and dynamic thread migration. We also modify

it to support dynamic micro-architectural adaptation. It em-

ploys McPAT [22] as the power estimation engine.

To demonstrate optimality and scalability of MTS heuristic,

we randomly generate workloads mixing benchmarks from

eight PARSEC benchmarks, namely blackscholes, swaptions,

ferret, fluidanimate, raytrace, streamcluster, bodytrack and

dedup. Table III shows the qualitative summary of working

set of each benchmark [19] used in the experiment. To obtain

the optimal solutions of the constrained mapping problem, we

use Gurobi [23] optimizer, which is a commercial optimization

toolbox, as the ILP solver. In the following sections, DVFS,

heterogeneous cores and morphable cores are separately stud-

ied. Since prediction models for performance and power are

not the focus of this work, the experiment is based on offline

profiling, which is equivalent to an oracular perfect predictor.

The core states for DVFS is summarized in Table I. All the

L1 and L2 caches are private to cores and there is no L3 cache.

Case studies for heterogeneous and morphable cores share the

same core state library presented in Table II.
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(a) 16 cores, 4 V/F levels (b) 64 cores, 4 V/F levels

Fig. 5: Throughput / runtime comparison with ILP solver (one thread per core) for DVFS

(a) 16 cores, 4 core types (b) 64 cores, 4 core types

Fig. 6: Throughput / runtime comparison with ILP solver (one thread per core) for heterogeneous cores
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(a) 16 cores, 4 core states (b) 64 cores, 4 core states

Fig. 7: Throughput / runtime comparison with ILP solver (one thread per core) for morphable cores

(a) 16 cores, 7 core states (b) 64 cores, 7 core states

Fig. 8: Throughput / runtime comparison with ILP solver (one thread per core) for a hybrid case: heterogeneous cores with DVFS
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Optimality

To demonstrate that MTS heuristic efficiently produces

mappings that are close to optimum, we compare our approach

and the commercial ILP solver Gurobi in both total throughput

and elapsed time. For a given configuration, a workload

comprised of PARSEC benchmarks is randomly selected with

total number of threads equal to the number of cores. 1000

random thread-to-core-state mappings are generated and the

mean power of the 1000 random mappings is set as the

baseline power budget. We sweep the power budget from 95%

to 110% of the baseline, representing the range from fairly

constrained cases to relatively unconstrained cases, and then

use MTS heuristic and the ILP solver to solve the problem

respectively. The reason behind this range is that it is of most

interest. A power budget above 110% results in saturation in

performance improvement, while a power budget below 95%

results in a set of infeasible experiment for both MTS and

ILP solver, which implies that the constraints are too tight

in those cases and there is no feasible solution. Since the ILP

solver solves the problem optimally, if there exists at least one

feasible solution, it will surely find one that is optimal. The

throughput is normalized to the mean throughput of the 1000

random mappings.

1) DVFS: Results of 16 and 64 cores with each core

having four V/F levels are shown in Figure 5. On average,

the solutions provided by MTS are around 0.3% away from

optimum. For an iso-power comparison with the baseline,

throughput is improved by 9%.

The reported runtimes are obtained by running both MTS

and the Gurobi ILP solver on an x86 core running at 2.5 GHz.

It is expected that the MTS runtimes will get better on a deeply

scaled platform running at clock speeds as the ones reported in

Table I. The runtime comparison shows that MTS is on average

three orders of magnitude faster than Gurobi. For most cases,

MTS can finish within around 0.02 ms for 64 cores, which is

equivalent to 2% runtime overhead for a control epoch of 1

ms.

2) Heterogeneous Cores: Results of 16 and 64 cores with

four heterogeneous core types are shown in Figure 6. The

configurations with four core types are comprised of Little,

Mid1, Mid2 and Big, as shown in Table II. On average,

the solution provided by MTS is less than 3% away from

optimum and achieves up to 12% improvement in terms of

total throughput under iso-power constraints compared with

the baseline.

Figure 6 also shows the comparison in runtime overhead

for the two approaches. On average, the proposed heuristic is

more than two orders of magnitude faster than the commercial

ILP solver.

3) Morphable Cores: Morphable core design employs the

same motivation as that of heterogeneous cores to map threads

to most appropriate micro-architectures during runtime. How-

ever, it provides even more flexibility since the number of

cores in each core state is not fixed at design time.

We use again the baseline by averaging 1000 random map-

pings and test against 16-core and 64-core systems. Results in

Fig. 9: Runtime overheads for different problem sizes

Figure 7 shows that as expected the performance improvement

is more significant than that produced by heterogeneous cores

with the same core states. The comparison between MTS and

Gurobi ILP solver also show the gap between the heuristic

and optimum is on average less than 0.2 %, with nearly three

orders of magnitude speedup achieved using MTS.

4) Heterogeneous Cores with DVFS: The most general case

is inter-core heterogeneity with DVFS/morphability. We refer

to such a case as hybrid in Figure 2. This setup adds one more

voltage/frequency level upon each Big, Mid1 or Mid2 core

from the original heterogeneous configuration so that there are

in total seven core states in the system: each Little core has

one possible state, while each Big, Mid1 or Mid2 core has two

possible states. On average, the results provided by MTS is

within a 0.4% margin compared with optimal solutions. Also,

the speedup is around four orders of magnitude.

B. Scalability

As discussed in Section IV, inter-core heterogeneity design

results in more expensive runtime overhead compared with the

DVFS and morphable cores. Figure 9 presents the elapsed time

of MTS for several different problem sizes, with the number

of cores ranging from 16 to 1024. The power budgets in those

instances are set sufficiently small so that all possible swaps

are performed in the swapping phase. Cores are assumed to be

evenly distributed into the four core types. A fitted quadratic

curve is also shown in the figure. A quadratic function on a

log-log plot has a asymptotic line of slope 2. The fitting in

Figure 9 validates the runtime complexity analysis of O(mn2),
where m = 4 in this case. Note that although the fitted curve

is jagged, since it is on log-log plot, the difference between

sample points and the fitted curve is marginal. It scales to 256

cores within less than 1 ms in computation time. We claim that

MTS heuristic can fit in typical milliseconds-long scheduling

epochs so that it is capable to be brought online for hundred-

core heterogeneous systems.

C. History Awareness

History awareness of MTS is discussed Section IV-C.

A tuning parameter named history ratio is employed to

quantitatively specify how close the starting mapping after

maximization phase is to the history from previous epoch.

Figure 10 illustrates the trade-off between thread-to-core-state

changes needed and total throughput, for the three basic setups

and the more general hybrid case of heterogeneous cores with

DVFS. There are 32 cores in all the cases. Thus, compared
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(a) DVFS (b) Heterogeneous cores

(c) Morphable cores (d) Heterogeneous cores with DVFS

Fig. 10: Tradeoff between throughput and number of state changes (32 cores, one thread per core)

with history, a maximum number of 32 state changes can be

observed, which means in the newly generated mapping, none

of the threads are mapped to the states that they were mapped

to in previous control epoch. The choice of best history ratio

depends on two things, namely hardware design and program

temporal stability. In more details, hardware design might

employ DVFS, morphability, inter-core heterogeneity or a hy-

brid approach. Although the trade-off patterns look similar for

those cases from Figure 10, the actual cost for a thread-to-state

change can vary greatly for different designs. For example,

migrating thread across cores is usually more expensive than

switching V/F pairs. From a software perspective, if program

phase changes infrequently, one can be aggressive and not

need to worry too much about the overhead of mapping threads

to other states because the program behavior is stable in time

and overhead can be compensated by the following stable

epochs. However, if program is temporally unstable, it is better

to be more conservative and have a high history ratio to

avoid a ping-pong effect. From empirical data, we believe a

default option can be history ratio = 0.5, where we can

trade-off 5% of performance for 20% state change cost. It

is also possible to extend it to be adaptive to workload by
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TABLE IV: Throughput optimality gap between oracle-based implementation
and MTS with imperfect prediction

Error level 0% 5% 10% 20%

DVFS 0.24% 1.24% 4.24% 15.94%
Heterogeneous cores 3.49% 2.92% 2.56% 4.38%
Morphable cores 1.52% 1.57% 9.29% 30.56%
Hybrid 1.29% 4.18% 4.49% 5.34%

monitoring state changes and performance counter, but that is

beyond the scope of this work.

D. Error Tolerance of Prediction Models

All previous results are obtained by offline profiling which

is equivalent to using perfect prediction of power and per-

formance. In other words, we assume that the consequence

in terms of power and throughput of mapping a thread to any

core state is known. For real scenarios, such prediction models

cannot be 100% accurate. Although devising a performance

prediction model across core states is out of the scope of

this paper, we study the error tolerance of our algorithm for

imperfect prediction models by adding a Gaussian noise to

the profiled data. The error level is controlled by the standard

deviation of the underlying normal distribution that we draw

noise percentage from.

Error levels from 0 to 20% are examined for DVFS,

heterogeneous cores, morphable cores and the hybrid case

of heterogeneous cores with DVFS. For each case, we use

the 16-core setup and run the same experiment for 100 times

with random noise at corresponding error levels. The average

gap between our results and an oracle (perfect prediction +

algorithmic optimality) are summaries in Table IV.

Error margins are relatively high for DVFS and Morphable

cores than those for heterogeneous cores. We believe the

reason behind it is that changing core state in the context

of DVFS or morphable cores only involves swapping with

bubbles, while in the context of heterogeneous cores it has to

involve swapping with another thread. Thus, a bad prediction

for one thread on heterogeneous cores might be compensated

by reasonable predictions of the other threads that it is

swapped with. However, for DVFS and morphable cores, we

lose such mutual effect.

PIE [14] represents the state-of-the-art of such prediction

models, which has an average prediction error of 9%. Given

such prediction accuracy, MTS is still rather error tolerant.

Compared to the oracle, the gap ranges from 2% to 9%.

E. Comparison of Approaches

We examined MTS for DVFS, heterogeneous cores and

morphable cores from different perspectives. From existing

literature, we also find the typical area overheads for imple-

menting the above-mentioned approaches. The key character-

istics are summarized in Table V. We point out that all our

comparisons are made assuming as a baseline a homogeneous

multi-core architecture using the largest core configuration and

the same number of cores across all instances compared.

The performance improvement is based on experimental

data from Section VI-A compared with the baseline under iso-

power constraints. Area overhead has been determined based

TABLE V: Summary of key characteristics for different design choices

DVFS Heterogeneous
cores

Morphable
cores

Iso-power
Performance
improvement

9% 12 % 22 %

Area
overhead

3% [24] Marginal [25] 15% [4]

MTS
runtime
complexity

O(mnlog(n)) O(mn2) O(mnlog(n))

Design com-
plexity

Low Medium High

on published results and accounts for the additional silicon

that is required to enable the design. In the case of DVFS,

we assume a per-core voltage regulator. For morphable cores,

area overhead is essentially given by sleep transistors that

gate in-core resources and the extra silicon required for the

morphable core controller. For heterogeneous cores, if we

don’t consider DVFS or morphability, the extra hardware is

not significant. MTS heuristic can be applied in any of the

three cases. The runtime complexity, as seen in the third row

of the table, however, varies, as discussed in Section IV-D and

IV-E, depending on whether the thread can be migrated across

cores or not. The three design choices also differ significantly

in terms of the effort to enable them, as seen in the last

row of the table (design complexity). Homogeneous multi-

core architectures with DVFS involve reusing the design of

and replicating a core multiple times on a die; it has also

been applied in real products for almost a decade. Hetero-

geneous multi-core architectures integrate different types of

cores and has become more and more popular on the market

in recent years. Morphable multi-core architectures, although

given much attention by academic researchers, have not yet

been implemented in industrial products, most likely due the

additional design and verification effort introduced by the more

complex control structure and larger state space.

As it can be seen, there is no clear winner. Morphable

cores bring in the most performance improvement but also

require most additional silicon and are extremely difficult to

implement. Core heterogeneity is doable in terms of design

complexity but MTS might be less scalable there. Although

DVFS is relatively old, it is still very effective considering its

simplicity. Note that, these three approaches are not mutually

exclusive, since a real design can incorporate more than one

approach. Irrespective of the choice or combination thereof,

MTS is applicable and can provide an efficient runtime heuris-

tic for identifying close-to-optimal thread mapping for high

performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we mathematically formulated power con-

strained performance maximization for many-core systems,

in contexts of DVFS, heterogeneous cores and emerging

morphable cores as a 0-1 integer linear program. We further

proposed an efficient heuristic-based algorithm that can be

applied to the three popular design approaches in a unified

fashion. Results have shown that (1) the algorithm achieves
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runtime improvement of more than two orders of magnitude,

compared with an efficient commercial ILP solver, while los-

ing less than 1% total throughput on average; (2) The heuristic

scales to hundred-core systems with runtime overhead less

than 1 ms, so that it can be brought online for large-scale

thread mapping with relatively fine-grained control epochs.

We have also extended the heuristic to be history-aware

for controlling the overhead of changes in thread-to-core-state

mapping. A trade-off between throughput and state changes is

demonstrated.

Four case studies are conducted to show that MTS can

be used effectively in DVFS, heterogeneous cores, morphable

cores and more general cases combining more than one of

those techniques.

In terms of limitations, MTS does not attempt to schedule

threads in a fair manner. The objective is solely to maximize

system throughput. In extreme cases, threads can be potentially

starved. Also, the gap between MTS and optimal mapping is

not yet theoretically bounded. Based on empirical results, the

gap is small with marginal variation, and thus a theoretical

bound is conjectured to exist. Introducing fairness, load-

balancing and providing more theoretical insight into bounds

from optimality are the future directions of this work.
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